
Devonport 7 July 2014 

RACE  1 : This is a three year old and older non winners. ERCOLE (1) has drawn to run a much 

improved race here as he should be able to hold up so will take running down. KINDA CUTE AS (2) 

has been racing well and if lobs outside the leader or even has a little hope of finding the top either 

way will take beating. LEGENDA (4) is working up to a win and with a little luck from the draw can be 

in the finish. DISCO JACK (7) draws to get a cheap run behind the leaders so has a hope at odds. OUR 

BOY MACH (3) will find this much easier than last run so expect him to improve here so keep safe. 

INNER CITY (5) and CHRISSYMAY JAMANE (9) are capable of filling a place so are a must for the 

exotics. 

TOP PICK : KINDA CUTE AS (2) gets chance to breakthrough here. 

DANGERS : ERCOLE (1) has the draw to be a big danger along with LEGENDA (4). 

ROUGHIE : DISCO JACK (7) gets the right run so can surprise. 

RATINGS :  2 – 1 4 7 – 3 5 9 – 6 8 

 

RACE  2 : This is another race for three year olds and older. CHIRAC (5) drops back in grade and will 

find this much more to his liking. He has drawn inside his major rival so if he can stay in front of him 

will be the one to beat. PRISONER (6) is another dropping in grade. He draws outside the front line 

but does have a bit of gate speed. He will be hoping to get across CHIRAC (5) early and if does have a 

great winning chance. LITTLE JETHRO (2) draws inside the pair of them and if was able to cross to the 

lead he will take some running down. ROCKET SEAL (7) has drawn to get a cheap run behind the 

leaders so is a must for the exotics. JOE CABLE (1) , MY KODA KASPER (3) , IM SCARLETT (4) and 

GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (8) are all capable of filling a minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : CHIRAC (5) will be very hard to beat here. 

DANGERS : PRISONER (6) will be a big danger despite the draw along with stable mate LITTLE JETHRO 

(2). 

ROUGHIE :  GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (8) can run a race at odds here. 

RATINGS : 5 – 2 6 – 1 7 8 – 3 4 

 

RACE  3 : This is a race for the C1 pacers. TERRORCAM (1) has been racing very well and if was able 

to hold up early will take plenty of running down just not sure if he will hold up. FLETCH DAVIS (4) 

will find this easier than last run and if he is able to lob outside the leader he will take plenty of 

beating. BILLABONG BERTIE (8) is racing well and is drawn to get a good run behind the leaders and 

if gets a crack at them can be dangerous. BERTILS DELIGHT (10) has had a bit of a freshen up and will 

be looking to get a cart into the race and if close enough can win. JUFFS CROSSING (11) went to the 

line bolting last start. He draws outside the back row which will make his task hard but with a little 

luck can win at odds. PARIS EXPRESS (5) and LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (6) are both racing well and with a 



little luck from their draws can also be in the finish. KINDA GREY (2) ,BOUTIQUE ART (3) and BUMBLE 

DON (9) can all run a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : FLETCH DAVIS (4) if can lob outside the leader is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : TERRORCAM (1) if his able to hold up will take plenty of beating along with BERTILS 

DELIGHT (10). 

ROUGHIE : BILLABONG BERTIE (8) will get a good run and can win at odds. 

RATINGS :  4 – 1 5 6 8 10 11 – 2 3 9 

 

RACE  4 : This is a C2/C3. PARTYBOY GLENWOOD (1) has drawn ideally as will do enough to holdup 

then from there he should prove too strong as is a handy type. THE NUMBERS MAN (2) was a good 

winner last start when led all the way. He will have to sit parked tonight so won’t have it easy and 

place look’s best. MUSSLEROE BAY (7) will get the dream run behind the leader so can run a place at 

odds as can MAJESTIC ART (8) who should follow three pegs. WIPETHESMILE (3) is always a hope 

with the right run so has to be included in the exotics. ELSUDOKU (6) has drawn the top of the track 

so will go back early and if can pinch runs up the pegs can run a place. 

TOP PICK : PARTYBOY GLENWOOD (1) is the one to beat from the pole. 

DANGERS : MUSSLEROE BAY (7) gets the right run to run the quinella along with MAJESTIC ART (8). 

ROUGHIE : ELSUDOKU (6) can run a place at good odds. 

RATINGS :  1 – 2 3 7 8 – 4 5 6 

 

RACE  5 : This is a pretty tough C4/C5. BLACK CENTURIAN (1) has drawn ideally to run a much 

improved race here. He will hold up and if can get a cheap half will take plenty of running down. 

GRAND PASSION (7) is racing ok and draws to be a big danger here as will be stalking the leader so all 

he needs is to get a crack at them to win. MON SOIE (2) is racing very well and from the draw will be 

on the speed throughout so is a winning chance. PEACE CORPS (5) is another in career best form but 

will need a bit of luck from the draw but if gets it will be very dangerous at the finish. PUT MBACK (4) 

is well placed in this field so has to be kept very safe. SARAH LEWIS (3) and GLENWOOD JASPER (6) 

both race very well at this track so wouldn’t surprise. 

TOP PICK : BLACK CENTURIAN (1) from the draw gets his chance. 

DANGERS : GRAND PASSION (7) gets the gun run so is the danger along with PUT MBACK (4). 

ROUGHIE : GLENWOOD JASPER (6) if the pace is on he will be finishing hard. 

RATINGS :  1 – 2 4 5 7 – 3 6 

 



RACE  6 : This is a C2 or better stand. This is a tricky affair as to whoever leads will have a great 

winning chance and there are some very good beginners off the front line. STAREESHAR (1) has won 

a couple of these of late setting catch me if you can tactics. He will be hoping to ping the tapes and 

run them along as usual so has a winning chance if this happens. ON THE DEUCE (2) will get every 

chance here as will more than likely jump straight onto the leaders if doesn’t find the front so will 

take plenty of beating. NEXT SOUND (4) is another quick beginner who if found the front will give 

plenty off cheek. THE BIG PARADE (6) and STERLISH (7) are both handy types who only needs a little 

luck in the run to be in the finish. HARLEKEN WIZED (8) resumes but does race ok under these 

conditions so can run a race at odds. 

TOP PICK : ON THE DEUCE (2) will be very hard to beat here. 

DANGERS :  STAREESHAR (1) will run them along so is the danger along with STERLISH (7). 

ROUGHIE :  NEXT SOUND (4) if lobbed on top can win. 

RATINGS : 2 – 1 6 7 – 4 – 8 – 3 5 

 

RACE  7 : This is the claimer for the night. FINAL CHAMPION (3) was very impressive winning here 

two runs back in good time. He will have a dip for the lead and if got across they won’t run him 

down. SKY TOWER (7) gets a good run through being the only runner on the back row. He will have 

to make a midrace move and if got outside the leader has a big chance. TISU TOOTA (5) is racing very 

well so if has a bit of luck from the draw can win at odds. SHANGHAI KNIGHT (6) should be ready to 

produce best tonight so if gets a cart into the race will be thereabouts. KNOW ONE (2) has gate 

speed so if lobbed on top can give plenty of cheek around here.  

TOP PICK : FINAL CHAMPION (3) will take plenty of  beating. 

DANGERS :  SKY TOWER (7) is always a danger in these races  along with TISU TOOTA (5). 

ROUGHIE :  SHANGHAI KNIGHT (6) can surprise with the right run. 

RATINGS :  3 – 5 7 – 2 6 – 1 4 

 

RACE 8 : This is a stand start two year old to finish off the night with only four runners. BUSTED (3) 

has been ok in his brief career to date so if he steps safely will take plenty of beating. SMILETURNER 

(4) is a duel winner so is very well placed here despite the 10m handicap so will take plenty of 

holding out. FOWSANDS (2) has been freshened for this and did step well from the tapes in the past 

so has a winning chance. RAIN LOVER REX (1) is a first starter that has trialled ok for his debut run so 

needs to be kept safe. 

TOP PICK :  BUSTED (3) will take plenty of beating with a safe beginning. 

DANGERS : SMILETURNER (4) is the obvious danger along with FOWSANDS (2). 

ROUGHIE : RAIN LOVER REX (1) has a winning hope as well. 



RATINGS : 3 – 1 2 4 

 


